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Pomsets have been introduced as a mode2 of concurrency. Since a pomset is a string 
in which the total order has been relaxed to be a partial order, in this paper we view them as a 
generalization cf Strings, and investigate their algebraic properties. In particular, we investigate 
the axiomatic properties of pornsets, ets of pomsets and ideals of pornsets, under such operations 
as concatenation, parallel composition, union and their associated closure operations. We find 
that the equational theory of sets, pomsets under concatenation, parallel composition and union 
is finitely axiomatizable, whereas the theory of languages under the analogous operations i  not. 
A similar result is obtained for ideals of pornsets, which incorporate the notion of subsumption 
which is also known as auaentation. Finally, we show that the addition of any closure operation 
(parallel or serial) Ieads to nonfinite axiomatizability of the resulting equational theory. 
1. IntrodMction 
Recently, many researchers have turned to partial orders in order to aid in 
understanding the semantics of parallel programs. Consider the work of Lamport 
[ l&19], and Winskei [30,31] as just two examples of this trend. The advocates of 
net theory have long held this point of view [3,9]. The particular formalism which 
is inspired by partial orders that we concern ourselves with is known as the partially 
ordered multiset or pomset. These were first suggested as a solution to what has 
become known as the Brock-Ackerman anomaly [4] to the dataffow networks of 
Kahn and MacQueen [16]. Pratt has written many papers showing how pomsets 
can be used to represent parallel processes of a very general nature and how they 
can be composed [23,24]. 
This work was cgrried out independently from that of Grabowski [9], who 
introduced the notion of a partial string and a partial language, which coincide 
exactiy with the notions of pomset and process in this paper. Grabowski was 
concerned with characterizing the notion of firability of a partial string by a Petri 
net. His paper explores the relationship between partial strings an 
well as discussing the notion of Y-product, which is closely reidted t
hope that the reader will indulge 
et” and “process” where Grabows 
“partial language”. uishes our wor 
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flavor of our work. We develop the equational theory of a selected set of operations 
Milner has done similar work with h!~;uiozs [20,21], applying a technique due 
these objects which resemble trees of possible nondeterministic 
t distinguishes our work from Milner lies in the differences between 
behaviors and pornsets. Behaviors are a two-typed model, in the sense that there 
are atomic actions and (possibly) nonatomic behaviors. Furthermore, sequencing 
df events is only done by prefixing a behavior with an atomic event. In this setting, 
concurrency is equivalent to nondeterministic interleaving. One main thrust of 
pornsets is to provide a model in which there is a notion of concurrency which is 
ependent of nondeterminism (although by no means unrelated to it). In the 
pomset world there is only one type of objed, which can be treated as atomic or 
nonatomic as the need arises. 
Another difl[erence, although rather technical, is that Milner’s axiomatixation is 
not really an equational aximatization since an additional -ule of inference is added 
to the usual ones for equations. However, this is probably Taecessary to get complete- 
ness for the fixed-point operation, which is probably no more finitely axiomatixable 
in his model than it is for regular algebras or pomsets. 
Very similar to Milner’s work on behaviors is Ito and Ando’s work on superregular 
expressions [ 12]. Nearly everything we said about Milner’s inference system applies 
to Ito and Ando’s work as well; Milner’s work could be seen as an extension of Ito’s. 
Another line of research that is relevant to this paper is the work done on 
propositional dynamic logic (or PDL) done by various researchers. While the present 
paper would seem to have little to do with PDL, one of the motivations for siadying 
the axiomatic properties of pomsets is related to our wish to develop a dynamic 
logic of parallel processes. Some work has been done in this area by Abrahamson 
[ 11 using formal language theory employing the traditional shutlie operation. Based 
on some of the results in Section 6, we believe that such “total-order” semantics 
are inadequate to express the true richness of processes, hence we would like to 
develop a dynamic logic of pomsets. But in doing so, it would be of great value if 
we knew the axiomatic properties of some of the more basic pomset operations. 
A final strand of research that is relevant is the work on the axiomatic theory of 
ra done by Redko [25], Salomaa [26], and Conway [6]. Much of the 
r this work is taken from their publications, especially Conway’s book. 
1 of research has bee% done categorizing various flavors of shufRe 
expressions, where the variables are interpreted as symbols in an alphabet rather 
than as languages, so that all objects are in this sense atomic. Such work includes 
that of Jantxen [ 14, IS], Slut&i 1281, Gischer [7], Shaw 1271, Kimura [l7], Araki 
et al. [2] and others. Because of the implied atomicity of such languages, this work 
is of interest o readers of this paper, but is not directly relevant. 
What is a pomset anyway? The notion is that we want to haye a trace of a process; 
by a trace we mean some sort of sequencing of activities which we call tasks. A task 
can be thought of as some activity, which can be performed several times and has 
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a duration. Thus there are two important distinctions between tasks and ~ca’qns 
which are usually thought to be atomic (i.e., taking e&ect instantaneously) and 
unique. One consequence of tasks having duration in time is that they may overlap 
in time. Thus we cannot assign sequences to them; neither occurs before the other. 
In consequence of the repeatability of tasks, we see that any trace will have to allow 
repeaied symbols. But this brings up a tricky technical point: How do we say in 
our formai model that one occurrence of task A precedes another occurrence of 
task A while still another occurrence of A overlaps in time with both the previous 
occurrences of A. It would seem that we need some way to temporarily distinguish 
between different occurrences of the same task. 
Our solution is to first define an underlying partial order of distinct vertices, and 
then to label them with the tasks we have in mind for each of them. Finally, we 
abstract away the actual identity of the underlying partial order, leaving only its 
structure. More formally, a JukJJed partial order is a 4tuple ( V, Z, C, p; where V 
is a set of vertices, C is a partial ordering of V, C is an alphabet and p maps V to 
2. Thus V and < prolride the underlying partial ordering, while p labels each vertex 
with the name of some task, i.e., a symbol from our alphabet 2. 
Let P = (VP, J$, cp, pp) and Q = ( V’,, So, co, go) be labelled partial orders. 
We say that P and Q are isomorphic if and only if there is a mapping from VP to 
V’ which preserves ordering and labelling. That is, there is some T for which 
&r(v)) = pp(v) and u cpw iff T(U) C~T( w). ApartiaJJy-ordered multiset, orpomset, 
is the isomorphism class of some labelled partial order. For a given labelled partial 
order such as P, we denote its corresponding pomset by using square brackets, e.g., 
[ VP, Zp, cp, ep] is the pomset corresponding to P, In this way we can now ignore 
what the actua! contents of VP are and content ourselves with dealing with an 
archetypal representative of any pomset, namely the one given inside the brackets. 
We can now define other familiar set-theoretic constructs in terms of pomsets. A
tomset, or totally-ordered multiset, is none other than a string. A multiset is a pomset 
with the empty partial order on its vertices. A set is a multiset with an injective 
labelling function. With the preceding definitions, we can deal with many varied 
set-theoretic structures in a uniform manner. 
2. Substitution, homomorphism, and pomsetdefinable operations 
We have adopted a very general notion of task by not assuming our tasks to be 
atomic. In particular, we wish to leave open the possibility of “looking inside” some 
task to see its components, which are themselves rzpres?nted as pomsets. The formal 
notion of this operation is what we call a substitutltin. 
Let J = [ V,, & <,, p,] be a pomset and let g be a function mapping each a in 
& to some pomset, which we will denote by g(a) = [ Vpco>, Z ,+), +=), CC,~,& We 
can think of g as an assignment to variables, associating with each symbol of 2’ a 
corresponding pomset. Then thz substitution J[g] is a new pomset [ V&~, IsI, 
<JM~ Kd in which each instance of a symbol a is replaced with an instance of 
its corresponding pomset g(a), and if vl was less t an ~2 in the original, then all 
the nodes of the new pomset corresponding to v1 (g(p,( 0,))) are made to be less 
than all the nodes of the new pomset corresponding to v2. See Fig. 1. 
A 
x--Y 
B-A 
J 
X-Y 
Fig. 1. Substitution. 
We now give a more rigorous definition of J[g]. By composing pJ with g we get 
a function f which associates a pomset with each vertex of J. Then VJlsl is the 
disjoint union of all the v/CO1 for all v in V,. Likewise, Z,[,, is the union of 2&, 
for all VE VJ. The labelling function of J[g] is defined by making, for each node 
w in V&l, p.& w) the label that w was labelled with in the pomset from whence 
it came. Finally, the relation w1 < Jcgl 19~ holds if and only if either w, Cafe) w2 for 
some v E VJ, or else w1 E Vftyj, W,E V&, and v1 <,v2. We summarize with the 
following formulas for J[g], letting f = g o pJ: 
Ym1= U Vf(u)r %?I= u z;(v), 
DE VJ VE v, 
PJ[gl= kJ v~v WV). 
J 
Now suppose that we fix a particular function go mapping some alphabet 2 to 
pomsets, and let the variable J range over all pomsets with alphabet C in the 
expression J[go]. What results is a unary operation AJJ[go] mapping pomsets to 
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so named because of its similarity to 1 
e have in mind when 
replaced by a mo 
We can generalize pomset homomorphisms even furt 
nt” function # which maps C to se her than individual pomsets. 
- is such a function, then say that with g if h(a) E g(a) for ail 
a E C. Then we extend the meaning of substitutir;n to make 
where C(g) denotes all functions compatible with #. 
Instead of holdi g constant in J[g], we could h 
result being a una peration that takes an “assignme 
another pomset, i.e., hg.JO[g]. This we refer to as a po 
may think of the function g as being a tuple of argume 
parameters to actual parameters, which suggests the 
A=(a, , . . . , a,,,) be an element of Cm such that ea 
(J 1,. . . , Jm) be a tuple of pomsets, then we shall le 
which maps u to J and leaves all other points fixed, whereas A/j will denote the 
function which maps ai to Ji for all i between I and m. 
3. A characterization of series-parallel pomsets 
The fundamental operation on strings is that of concatenation, which, from strings 
x and y, produces the string x;y, usually written just xy, which consists of x followed 
by ,v. This operation can be extended to pomsets in the following way: Given pomsets 
J and K, produce the concatenation J.K by taking the disjoint sum of J and K and 
making all the vertices of J precede all those of K according to c,,~. The reader 
should note that this new notion of concatenation coincides exactly with the old 
one when the objects operated on are tomsets (strings). The manner of our construc- 
tion perhaps suggests another operation which we can apply to pomsets, the 
operation which combines J and in a disjoint sum, adding no further edges 
between J and K We call thi operation the concurrent composition of J and K and 
denote it by JIIK. For those who fin1 “concurrent composition” too verbease, we 
suggest that JllK be pronounced “J co K.” 
We observe in passing that both of the above operations are pornset-definable. 
In fact, they correspond to the only two “shapes” possible for pomsets of two 
elements. Concatenation and concurrent composition correspond nicely to the 
programming concepts of sequential and parallel composition (i.e. “;” and “cobegin- 
coend”) and it is natural to turn our attention to exactly those pomsets which can 
be constructed from single points by the operations of concatenation and concurrent 
composition. 
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tit J be known as a unit pmset, more informally, a unit, just when V, consists 
of a single element. In the future, we will make no distinction between 
pomset and the sy labelling it since there is an obvious correspo 
series-parallel po is the smallest set of pomsets that includes bo 
pornsets and the empty pomset and is closed under the operations . and 
will give an imp0 ant characterization of series-parallel pomsets, first due to 
Grabowski 191. This characterization was independently discovered by Valdes, and 
91, where it was described in terms of vertex series-parallel graphs. 
msets J and k: to be sin&r just when <J and cK are isomorphic. 
Similarity is intended capture the notion of two pomsets having the same “shape” 
much as, in geometry, similar triangles have the same shape. We say that K is a 
subpomset of J just when V’ c V’, & = 2, and CK and & result from restricting 
the domains of cJ and pJ respectively. There is no requirement that the vertices 
of the subpomset be adjacent, so that ac is a subpomset of &ccl. Last but not least 
we define the pomset N = [ VN, (a), cN, pN] as follows: 
VN = b&3,4}, <N = {t&3), (2,4), (&4)), 
&&)=a forall & vnr. 
The pomset N gets its name from its characteristic shape which looks like an “NY 
Any pomset which has a subpomset which is similar to N is said to be N-fitll or 
to contain an l *N”. A pomset which has no subset similar to N is said to be N-free. 
We are now ready to state the characterization of series-parallel pomsets. 
3.1, A j&de met is series-parallel if and only if it is N:free. 
f. This is proved for vertex-series parallel graphs by Valdes in 1291, and for 
partial strings by Grabowski n [9]. However, we give our own proof here as it will 
give some insight that will be useful later on, as well as being substantially shorter 
than either of the above proofs. 
Let J be a finite pomset. First, suppose that J is series-parallel. Then an easy 
structural induction proof shows that J is N-free. For if J is a unit, then it is N-free 
trivially. If J is the concurrent composition of J, and 52, then the induction hypothesis 
gives us that J, and J2 are N-free, but since J contains no new edges, it too must 
be N-free. Finally, if J = .I&, then .I, and Jz are N-free by the induction hypothesis. 
Now suppose we have vertices u, v, X, and y forming an N, i.e., u C JC, v < y, and 
MC y and no other relations. At least one of them must be a vertex of .?I and likewise 
for .i& lest N-freeness of these pomsets be violated. But then u and v must be 
vertices of J, , and x and y vertices of 52, else one vertex will be a minima1 (or 
maximal) element, which would not give an *N. But this means that v < X, which is 
a contradiction. We conclude that J must be N-free. 
Now suppose that .I’ is N-free. We will show that there is a unique decomposition 
of J as a series-parallel pomset if we ignore associativity of. and 11 and commutativity 
l duction on the number of vertices of J. The basis case occurs 
ch is both series-parallel and N-free. 
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In the induction step, there are two cases: Either J is connected or else it is not. 
First suppose J is not connected. Then let J,, . . . , Jn be the set of all the connected 
components of J It follows that J = J1 11 . l . 11 .I,. Each of the Ji’s must be N-free, SO 
it follows that they are series-parallel from the induction hypothesis, each with a 
unique parsing. Unique parsing of J follows immediately. 
Next suppose that J is connected. We divide J into two subpomsets Jl
such that J = J1.J2 and J1 is not connected. Let be the set of minimal elements 
of J If IA41 = 1, then let Jl be and J2 be J - M Let D be the set of all vertices, 
each of which is greater than every element of We claim that D is nonempty. 
If not, then there is a minimal element u and a maximal element x such that u Y? M 
Since J is connected, there is a shortest sequence of vertices ui, xi such that 
u<x*%4,<x*~ . l . > u,, <x, with each Ui minimal and each Xi maximal. But since 
J is N-free, we have u < x2, contradicting minimality of the sequence. So all the 
maximal elements of J must be in 0, and D must be nonempty. 
We claim that each element of D is greater than every element of J- 0, i.e., 
J = (J- D).D. Suppose not. Then we have d E D and eE J- D with d and e 
unrelated. (e > d would imply e E D.) Now e cannot be a minimal element, so let 
m < e be a minimal element. Since e g 0, there is a minimal element n with n < e. 
Thus Cr, e, m, and n form an N, contradicting N-freeness of J (see Fig. 2). Thus 
J = J,. J2. By the induction hypothesis, J1 and J2 have unique parsings as series- 
parallel graphs. If J2 is connected, the above process is repeated until we have a 
sequence Jl , . . . , J, such that each Ji is not connected and J = J, . . . J,. This 
decomposition is unique up to associativity. So J is series-parallel, proving the 
theorem. Cl 
To reiterate, in the above theorem, we have shown that every finite N-free pomset 
has a unique (when ignoring associativity and commutativity) decomposition as a 
series-parallel pomset. 
Fig. 2. There must be an edge from e to d. 
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lel pomset is, of course, finite. The above i;naracterization 
e wish to consider infinite polnsets which have a similar structured 
e should look at the N-free pomsets. 
pomsets are of critical importance. Every term over the operations 
. and I! can be thought of as defining an 
But that operation is of necessity a pomse 
the pomset defining it is series-parallel. So terest in series-parallel pomsets is 
due partly to this correspondence. Notationa 
to the term t as p(t). Observe that p is not on 
It is then the kernel of p that is of interest ; that is, if P(I) = p(r), then we will 
think of t and Y as being equivalent and 
We now present wo lemmas which wil use later on. We say that a pomset 
J is prime if there do not exist nonem such that .I = K,.&. 
The next lemma was originally proved by Graham, Knuth and Motzkin [32] about 
pose& but applies equally well to pomsets. 
mnra 3.2. Every pomset has a unique factorization (ignoring associariuity of con- 
catenation) into primes. 
f, A simple adaptation of the proof of the previous theorem will suffice here 
and is left as an exercise to the reader. 0 
We conclude this section with a lemma which we will find useful later on. Let 
J = [ V’, & c J, pJ] be a pomset. For y v E V’, define d( u, v) to be the length of 
the shortest path between u and v, ignoring orientation of edges. If no such path 
exists, then let d( u, v) = 0. Now define D( J) to be the maximum value of d( u, v) 
over all choices of u and v in V,. We call ) the diameter of J. If we let N be 
as above, we can see that D(N) = 3, whereas we remove any edge from +,, to 
get N’, we get D( N’) s 2. This observatio to the following theorem. 
33. Let J be a pomset. Then J is N-jIee if and only if D( J) s 2. 
f. If D(J) > 2, then there exist u, v E V’ such that d (u, v) = 3. But then J 
contains a subpomset similar to N. 
If J is N-free, then J cannot contain a subpo set similar to N. But then we must 
have D(J) G 2. q 
fine a process as a set of pomsets. 
of its possible behaviors. In this 
e equational theory of pornsets 
ome authors as “;*‘, is sequ 
inally, J~oice or variety 
deterministic or not, is represented as the operation -t. 
One possible interpretation of these o erations, assumin 
processes i  as follows: 
P+Q=PwQ. 
In this section we concern ourselves with the equivalence of terms under the 
above operations as well as some derived operations. Another way of sayin 
same thing is that we are concerned with the equational theory of t 
concatenation, concurrency, and choice. The equational theory is by no means the 
whole story, but is a necessary step toward developing the theory of, say, dynamic 
logic of pomsets. 
First, let us consider the operations of . and 11 without choice. We will say that 
terms t and r are S-equivalent (t =sr) “ff t and r always yield the same process 
whenever their variables are interpreted as processes. 
Lemma 4.1. If t and u are terms over the operations . and 11, then t ssu if and only 
O(t) = P(u)* 
Proof. Let t be a term over the variables in the tuple X = (X,, . . . , X,,) and let P 
be the tuple ?= ({X,}, . . . , {X”}). First observe that {p(t)}= t[z/?]. Thus tGSu 
implies that 
which implies that p(t) = p(u). 
Next, observe that, for any substitution g, t[g] = p( t)[g]; hence, if p(t) = p(u), 
then it follows that t[g] = p( t)[g] = p(u)[g] = u[g] for any substitution g, i.e., 
t=sU, 0 
There are some laws that follow immediately from the definitions above. First of 
all, both operations are associative, and II is commutative. 
l?(Q.R)=,(P.Q).R, (1) 
pllCQllR> =dPIIQ)liR (2) 
~llQ=sQll~ (3) 
If we let 1 denote the process which contains only the empty pomset, and Q the 
empty process, we have the following laws: 
I?1 =sl.P=sP, PII1 fs& G49 
PO ss0.P “SO, P(JO”sO. 6 7) 
o be self-evident. at is not so 
as well. That is to say, suppose tl 
h the variables to be interpreted as 
processes. Then if t1 s t2* it is possible to deduce that fa sing the above equations 
following theore 
4.2. For all telrT1.c t a 
1~ if t ss u c.tn be proved from 
rations . and 11, t is S-equivalent to 
I)-(7) ahwe. 
6. Suppose f=S r. That means that p(t) p(r). ei t or r contains the 
symbol “f” or “Q”, then there are terms t’ and r’ respe 
“0” or “1”’ such that t ss t’ and r=g’, or else t’ = r’ = 
r ss r’ are provable using axioms (4)-(T). Therefore, in what follows, we assume 
that neither “0” nor “1” occurs in either of t or r. Now p(f) is series-parallel. 
proceed by induction oil the size of p(t). 
Case 1. Let p(t) consist of a single vertex. Then it follows thai I; and hence r, 
are variables, and t = r. 
Case 2. Let p(t) be connected. Then p(t) is T1 . . . T,, for some pomsets T8, . . . , T, 
such that each q is not connected. n)Lis follows from the unique parsability of p( t) 
shown in Theorem 3.1. It follows that there are terms t,, . . . , tn and rl, . . . , r, such 
that p( ti) = p( ri) = I;- for all 4 1 s i G rt, and such that t is the term t, . . . tn associated 
in some arbitrary fashion and likewise r is the term r, . . . r, associated in some 
fashion. NOW, by the induction hypothesis, each of the equations ti =s ri is provable 
from axioms (l)-(7). But then t = -s r follows from the associativity of concatenation. 
Case 3. Let p(t) have more than one connected component. Then p(t) is 
T,ll l l l IITn for some pomsets T:,..., T, such that each T is connected. It then 
follows that there are terms tl, . . . , tm and r, , . . . , r, such that p( ti) = p( ri) = x for 
all 4 1 s i s n, and such that t is the term tl 11 l l l II tn associated in some arbitrary 
fashion and such that there is a permutation p(i) on { 1, . . . , n} for which r is the 
term rp(13ll - l ’ II rpfnB associated in some manner. By the induction hypothesis, each 
of the equations ti =-. 3 ri iz provable from the axioms. But then t ss r follows from 
the associativity and commutativity of concurrent composition. This completes the 
induction proof. 
The other direction amounts to showing the soundness of the axioms, which can 
be easily verified. [7 
Should we wish to ad choice (+) to our vocabulary of operations, the situation 
is not a great deal more complicated. In addition to equations (l)-(7) above, we 
have the following axioms. First, choice is associative, commutative, and idempotent, 
with 0 as its identity. 
P+(Q+R)=,(P+Q)+R, P+Q=,Q+P, @,9 
P+O=,P, P+P=,P. (1% 11) 
In addition, choice istributes through sequential and concurrent composition. . 
rne equattonat meaty of pomseis 
(P-r-Q).R=sWQ)+( (13f 
e the symbol ., writing 
)+ S can be written as 
We again leave it to the reader to verify the soundness of equations (8 
order to prove soundness, we must first make a few definitions. Let a c 
be a term thzi only includes the operations . and 11, as well as variables; e 
not contain any instances of +. A term is in nomtalfimt if and only if it is a codot 
term or the sum of codot terms such as tt + t2 -i- l . . + tn. 
Theorem 43. If t and u are terms over the operations . , II anti +, then t sS ff is v&d 
if and only if t =s u is provable from equations (I)-( 14) above. 
Proof. Now every term aver the operations ., 11, and + is equivalent o a term in 
normal form, by use of the distributive laws in equations (12)-( 14) above. If t cs u, 
then it follows that there are terms t’ and u’ which arc: both in normal form such 
that the identities t’= -s t and u’ssu are provable from Axioms (12)-( 14). But then 
J’ = -&holds.Wemaynowwrite t’as t,+t2+~~=+t,,,andu’asu,+uz+*~~+u~, 
where each ti and uj is a codot term. If we let X = (X1, . . . , X,) be all variables 
occurring in t’ and u’ an let Q = ({X1}, . . . , {Xm}), we see that ti[R/ PJ = p(ti). 
Consequently, 
Ml), PO*), l l l 9 p( t,)} = t’[$! t] = d[R/ i;] 
= Mu,), Pbd, l l l 9 Pb”)) 
must hold since t’ and u’ give the same result for all instantiations, including this 
or?% %I then for each ti there is a uj such that p( tJ = p( Uj). From Lemma 4.1 it 
IzOGOWS that ti 99 Uj. From Theorem 4.2 it then follows that ti ss Uj is provable from 
Axioms (l)-(7). Symmetrically, for each term uk there is a ti such that U& =s tl is 
provable from Axioms (l)-(7). From these equations the proof of t =s u is straight- 
forward. 0 
5. Subsumption and the Interpolation Lemma 
Consider the term xlly, which is intended to represent the concurrent operation 
of processes x and y. In the previous section we took the point of view that the 
operation II required that x and y actually operated in parallel. Suppose we now 
wish a concurrency operation that does not require concurrency, but merely permits 
it. More specifically, we wish the meaning of x/y to allow tasks x and y to be 
either concurrently (eve 
em xly can be seen to 
tern xy. We capture the sense of this genera! 
aximal element in 
‘s work 193 as the “smoother’” 
relation, i.e., he writes “J is smoother than AK”‘ where we would write “J is subsumed 
by K’*. 
In this section we wil1 i PTtigate the properties of processes that a lY 
closed with resw to subsuwption. In other words, our objects will be sets of 
pomsets which have the folkkng property: if J is in the set and J 
is in the s& Such sets of po refer to as tie& 0 
as ideals. So for example, {A and {AB} are ideal 
AB} is not. Ideals obey some simpl closure properties which are o 
following theorems. 
5.1. 77~ ~~~~u~~tio~ relation partially ordets the class of pornsets. 
Subsumption is obviously reflexive. For transitivity, let J =G K =G L Then there 
is a set V and a 1abelling I(, such that J = [V, 2, c3, p], K = V,Z,+,& and 
L=fV3&<t,g]* Furthermore, QG< K and <KG <,. But t n it foilows that 
j, whence J < L Thus subsumption is transitive. Now, suppose that J < K 
we have CJ c_ < #( and < K c_ <J givkg <, = CK and conse 
at subsumption is antisymmetric, proving the lemma. 
. If S and T are ideals, then so are their nion, intersection, and con- 
~~te~~ti~~ 
f. By concatenation we mean S. T = { )JEShKET}.Theproofisstr 
forward and is left to the reader. 
c&y that arises is that the concurrent composition of two ideals is not 
nec~sa~iy an i owever, since ideals are closed under intersection we may 
models of these operations, as we wil 
the new model obeys all the ‘: tions of the old model since t 
3. Egrrations (1)-(M) of 
teqweted as 11 I ).
ion are UaM in 
The operations of + Rnd . on ideals are identi to those operations on 
processes. So all we need to verify is that those axioms ch involve 11 remain true 
when applied to iJ?als using the operation [lr for concurrent composition. Most of 
these are quite easrrj verified; we will discuss only Axioms (2) and (14). In the 
following, we make use of the fact that for processes P and Q, PII Q c P II1 Q 
First, we ne2d to verify that (Plf,0)IlrR31PIlr(Oll,R). So let JE(PII~Q)II,R. 
Then there are pomsets K E P III Q and L E R such that J =G K 11 L. Furthermore, there 
are pomsets K1 E P and K2 E Q such that K < K1 [If&, from which it follows that 
L = & lluwh 
But 
~*llW*lW PIlwIlm~ ~llr wllrm, 
1, f Q (1 I R ). Symmetrically, we have 
PlI102llm~ PlldQllr~~, 
which gives us the desired I-equivalence. 
The other I-equivalence we witl verify is 
Prs,(QsR)~,(Plr,Q~9(Pfl, 
Suppose en there are pomset 
that .I< 
nd Lx 
en 
giving JE Pl(*Q+ PllrR Now suppose that .IE PII1 
generality, assume that J E P II1 Q. Then there exist 
IILE Pll(Q+Rk Pllr(Q+R), 
hence J E P II ( Q + R). This proves the desired I-equivalence, endi 
But what about completeness? There is exactly one more equation which, when 
added to equations i 1 i-(14), gives a i=omplete rxiomatization of the model 
call it the subsumption axiom since it encapsulates everything there is to know 
about the subsumption relation. Before stating the axiom, we define a bit of notation. 
In general, we will write A s B to denote A + B = B. In particular A C, B denotes 
A + B = I B. The notion is that since + denotes et union, G denotes et containment. 
The definition of < justifies our calling the subsumption axiom an equation, even 
though it appears to be an inequality: 
Substituting for the variables of equation (15) gives us various interesting laws 
including 
Validity of the subsumption axiom is based upon the following theorem about 
subsumption and pomset-definable operations on ideals. Before we can state the 
theorem, we must define just what we mean by a pomset-definable operation on 
ideals. Let J be a pomset. It then defines an operation on pomsets and indeed on 
sets of pomsets, as explained in Section 2. However, if we let the arguments to that 
operation be ideals, we have no guarantee that the result will be an ideal. The 
solution is to define the operation on ideals defined by J to be I( J[g]) for any 
assignment g that maps symbols to ideals. In other words, we use the operation 
defined by J on sets of pomsets and take the least ideal containing the result. Now 
we can state our theorem that makes subsumption so interesting. 
Let Jand K be pomsets. l%en J > K if and only ifl for all ideal assignments 
g, b( J[g]) contains I( K[g]). 
First, since J subsumes IFC, they have (or can be thought of having) the same 
vertex set, and the sa labelling. So when we compare J[g] with 
that, for any pomset ’ in K[g], there is a corresponding pomset 
umes ‘. We construct J’ by substituting the exact same pomsets for the vertices 
as were substituted for those vertices in 
hence ’ is an elle 
smallest ideal containing 
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Next, assume I( J[g]) contains I( [g]) for all ideal assi nifwe 
let g be the identity assignment, we have I( J) 2 c ( E b(J), 
which implies J + K n 
.S If t, and t2 are codof terms, then t, st ta ifand only ifp( t,) <p( t2). 
f. Let h map each variable x to the trivial pomset ideal {x}. e result follows 
immediately. El 
This theorem gives us a criterion for deciding whether two terms tl and t2 which 
do not contain a + operation obey the formula tt sr t2. Remembering the natural 
correspondence of such terms with series-parallel pomset-definable operations, we 
check to see whether p( tl) is subsumed by p( t2), that is, whether, as pornsets, t2 
subsumes tr . This condition is in fact equivalent o tl e1 t2 by the above theorem. 
So we break our proof of the completeness of Axioms (1).( 15) into two parts. The 
first demonstrates that formulas of the form t 1 sI t2, where tt and tz are codot terms, 
can be proved from the axioms, and the second generalizes the result to terms of 
all sorts. 
Completeness of the axioms for codot terms rests on the following lemma, which 
we refer to as the Interpolation Lemma. 
nterpolation Lemma). If cl and t2 are codot terms that obey tt 6 E t2, 
then either tl q t2 or there is another codot erm t3 such that t, c t3 sI t2 holds and the 
formula tl <, t3 is provable from Axioms (1 )-(15). 
Proof. If t1= I f2, then it follows that p( tl) = p( t2), by taking the trivial substitution 
g(x) = {x1 in t&d= tz[gl. 
Otherwise we have I( p( t,)) c b( p( t2)) which implies p( tl) i p( t2) by Theorem 5.4. 
By the definition of subsumption, we may assume that VP(,,) equals VP(tz), which 
we will henceforth call V, and that alp = pP(IZ), which we will refer to merely as 
~1. Since the subsumption is strict, there exist two vertices X, y E V such that x (PC,, y, 
but x and y are incomparable under c~(,~). 
Let H be a smallest (in number of vertices) pomset satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) There exist germs r and t’ such that t ‘=) t,, r is a subterm of t’ and N =p(r). 
(2) There exist ta and v in V’ such that u cPtl,) v but u KPfqj v. 
Since p( t,) satisfies the above conditions, we know that s 
Because of the minimality condition, H must be of the form 
H, nor H2 is the result of a concatenation. 
We will find a term s such that r <I s r’s provable and such that replacing 
p(s) in p( t,) results in a pomset J such that (G Siace monotonicity of l an 
11 is provable, we know that replacing r wit t’ ill result in the 
in the statement of e 
consist of some number of connected components, F’, , . . . , F, 
pGctively. Observe that if m = 1, then F’, consists of exactly one 
vertex, by minimality of I-L A similar argume:zt holds for n a 
Observe that p( tl) and p( t2) are identical when restricted 
suchthat lsiim, 1-j < ‘S n. For this reason we will not disting 
We will say the Fj is connected to Gj iff there are vertices x E 
x 54 ‘2)Y’ 
mere exist i and j such that r;t- and Gj are not connecter. 
Without loss of generality assume u E VFl, tl E V&, and u Jc,,(,~) v.Then there 
is a maximal element w of FI and a minimal ement w’ of 6, such that w KP(,zj w’. 
Otherwise we would have u <Pftzj v by transitivity. 
If m = n = I, then Fl and G, each consist a single vertex, and are not connected, 
hence satisfying the claim. 
If m = 1 and n > 1, then F, consists e single vertex u. If Fl is not connected 
to G1, we are done. Otherwise, it foll at d( w’, u) > 1. If Fl is not connected 
to G2, we are done. Otherwise, siznee G1 and G2 are not connected, d (w’, y) > 2 for 
all y E fro,. This contradicb N-freeness of p(t2), so we conclude that either G1 or 
G2 must not be connected to Fl. Asymmetric argument hoids when m > 1 and n = 1. 
Now suppose that m > 1 and R > 1. Consider Fr , F2, G1, and G2. If either of Fl 
or F2 is not connected to either of G1 or G2, then we are done. So we assume that 
each of the possible four connections exist. Let z be a vertex of F2. Since p( t2) is 
connected when restricted to V’, u VF2 u VG, it follows that w and z have an upper 
bound in G2, call it x’. Likewise it follows that w’ and x’ have a lower bound x in 
F”. Then w < xe > x c w’ by construction. Furthermore, w and x are unrelated, 
coming from i’fferent Fi’s, as are w’ and x’. But w K w’ from above, violating 
N-freeness of p(tz) (see Fig. 3). So we must conclude that an Fi is not connected 
to a Gj. This proves the claim. cl 
Without loss of generality, we say that F, is not connected to G1. Suppose that 
& is not connected to any Gj. Then a term of the form 
will suffice for s, because of the equation (~l(y)z~~xllyz which follows from the 
subsumption axiom by 
Therefore, in what follows we assume that Fl is connected to some Gj. 
wish to partition the Fi’s and the Gi’s into two sets each, called PI, P2, Q1 
and Q2 respectively, such that no element of PI is connected to any element of Q2 
(Ca Qtz)), and likewise for Pz and Q1. Furthermore we want PI, Q1 and Q2 to be 
1, and Q2 as follows: Let Q1 contain every Gj that is connected 
contain all Fi SW is connected to some element of Q1. 
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Fig. 3. w, x’, 4 and w’ form an “N”. 
Next, let f2 be the remaining 4’s and Q2 the remaining Gj’s. Since we assumed 
that F1 was connected to some Gj, it follows that P, and Qt are nonempty. Since 
G1 is not connected to F,, it is nonempty. By construction, there 
can be no connections between Q, and , so 41 that remains to be shown is that 
there are no connections between P, and Q2. 
Suppose that there is an Fj E PI and a Gj E Q2 which are connected. Now F1 
cannot be directly connected to Gj or else we would have Gj E Q1. There must be 
a Gk E Q1 directly connected with both Fl and Fi but then it follows that, for all 
x E Fl and y E Gj, d( X, y ) 2 3 which contradicts N-freeness of p( t2). 
So we have formed PI, P2, Q, , and Q2 as desired. We now note that there are 
terms fi ,=-,fm andg,,..., g, and integers k and I such that 
P,={p(A)lb=isk}, P2={p(~)lk+b=ism}, 
QF~Pkj)l1~_F~L Q1={p(gj)lI+l~j~n}. 
But now we see that the term 
<(hII l l l llhM8rlI ’ l l Ils,,ll((h+1ll l l . IIfmM&+lll l l l II&)) 
will suffice for s because of the axiom (X 11 y )( u II V) sI xu ilyv and because we may write 
4 = PW l l l Ilfm), K= d&II l l l II&b 
In every case the number of edges in p(s) is smaller than the number of edges in 
p(r), making the subsumption strict and proving the lemma. El 
The Interpolation Lemma can l:e used to give a proof of a valid formula 4 5 t2 
as follows. Repeatedly find “interpolating” terms as given by the lemma so that we 
have a chain of inequalities 
each step of which is provable from the axioms. We may be sure that such a chair 
is finite since the total number of pomsets on any finite multiset is finite. Thus w( 
have a proof that tl sl t2. 
All that remains is to show how to use these results when proving valid formula! 
involving the operation +. To do this we again make use of the normal form fol 
t s in our algebra. Since any term is provably equivalent o a codot term, wha 
we must show is that the axioms allow us to prove all valid equations of the fern 
t=rt( such that t and u are in normal form. Our plan of action will be to furthe] 
reduce the problem to proving valid inequalities between codot terms. Reducing the 
problem to inequalities is not difficult since A q B is provably equivalent tc 
A+ B +4, because of idempotence of choice (Axiom (11)) and transitivity o! 
equality. Reducing the problem to one involving only codot formulas is slightly 
more complicated and rests upon the next two lemmas, one of which is syntactic, 
the other semantic. First, the syntactic lemma. 
Lemma 5.7. For a?1 i and j such thot 1 ~,i~,rn and ISJS~~, let ti and 5 be cod01 
terms. 7kn the inequulity tl +a l l + tm s1 r, + l l 9 + r, can be proved from Axiom 
(I)-(15) ifand only if; for all i such that l~pn, the inequality tie1rl+’ l l +r, caR 
be proved from the axioms. 
Proof. Let T and R denote the terms t, + l l l + t,,, and r, + l l l + r, respectively. Now 
suppose that T si R can be proved from the axioms. Observe that since 
WC have +tl + T. But k Tbl I? by assumption, hence t-t1 s1 R follows from transitiv 
This can be repeated for each tie 
Now assume that ti s, R can be proved for each i between 1 and m. Then it 
fMows, for example, that +tl + t2 s1 R because 
t-tl+t2+R =Itl+(t2+R)=rtI+R=rR 
follows from repeated use of the definition of sr. This reasoning can be used 
inductively to show that k Ts, R Cl 
The above proof did not really depend on the fact that the terms in question were 
codot terms, nor did it depend on the particular model 4, that we have in mind 
for the terms. The next lemma depends vitally upon both of these facts. 
Lemma 5.8. If t is a codot term and 5 is a codot term for all j between 1 and n, theg 
the inequality t S, r, + l 0 l + r,, is valid if and only if there exists ome k between 1and 
n such that t SI rk is valid. 
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f. This lemma rests on the fact that in the model in question ( 
operation is interpreted as set union and the sI relation turns out to be set 
containment. The point is that the least ideal containing A, VW . . u A,, is in fact 
A,u 9 9 l u A,. Now if the ideal I( p( t)) is a subset of I u - l u A,, then it follows 
that the pomset p(t) is an element of A, u l l l u A,,. ut then p(t) must either be 
an element of Ai for some i. Since Ai is an ideal, it must contain all pomsets 
subsumed by p(t), SO that p( t)) must a subset Ai. Letting Ai I( p(ri)) 
obtain the desired 
The direction is easy is left the reader. El 
the above lemma, mention is made the axioms. However, 
we that the formula t rk given by above theorem is provable from 
(1).( IS), then is t r, +. . + by simple transitivity. 
Now have completed the we can prove any equation valid in 
model A,. This done by finding equivalent and each 
side normal Then from inequalities using the lemma we 
find a set codot inequalities, with a single term on each 
which are and from the original can proved. Finally, we 
that codot inequality be proved the Interpolation Lemma. 
we may up with two theorems. 
Theorem (l)-( 15) complete for model 
Theorem T41e ofpomset ideals over . , 11, and + is decidable. 
Determining t s I r for codot terms t and r is equivalent to deciding 
whether p(t) is subsumed by p(r), which is just a special case of subgraph isomorph- 
ism. This allows us to find the rk’s in the above lemma algorithmically by exhaustive 
search. The method in the interpolation lemma is also algorithmic because of the 
finiteness of the sets involved. (The set of all pomsets over some fixed finite multiset 
of symbols is finite.) All other calculation are syntactic in nature and easily carried 
out by computer. A detailed analysis of the running time of such an algorithm is 
beyond the scope of this paper. A quick calculation reveals it to be at least doubly 
exponential, but there is certainly room for improvement. Cl 
6. Closure properties 
It is well-known that the equational theory of languages is not finitely axiomatiz- 
able when the Kleene star operation, or concatenation closure, is added [25]. What 
about the equational theory of processes. ‘) As we will see in the next section, the 
equational theory of processes under the regular operations of +, ., and * is the 
same as the equational theory of languages under those operations. Therefore, the 
of processes under the regular operations is not finitely axiomatizable. But 
appens if we add 11 and its closure ‘? It is perhaps not too surprisin 
the result is the same: The resulting theory is not finitely axiomatizable. 
In order to show this, we will define, for each prime p, an algebra Ap that is 
designed to violate a particular kind of axiom obeyed anguages and pomsets 
alike. However, this construction will have the property any&rite set of axioms 
will be satisfied in some Ap. 
Consider the algebra A = ((a}*, 1, ., 11) of all words over the single symbol a, 
where the operations . and 11, as well as the constant 1, are interpreted as the standard 
uage operations. Note that the identity yz = ~11 z holds in this algebra as well 
as all of the usual identities for S-equivalence. Now define y =,,z to hold if and 
only if y=a”, ~=a* and m=n(modp), taking u*=I. 
Lemma 6.1. 7he relution =Q, is a congruence on A. 
Proof. Left to reader. c1 
For a given p, we may reduce A by this congruence and call the resulting quotient 
QP. We observe in passing Aat QP has p elements. 
Now we form the power set 2 gp and extend the operations . and II to it, pointwise 
in the obvious fashion. We add the operation + which is interpreted as set union, 
and the constant symbol 0 which is interpreted as the empty set, and call the result 
Pp. The upper bound of all the elements of Pp is the set (1, a, au,. . . , apM1} which 
we will refer to as the top of Pp and denote by Tp. 
We now adjoin a new element (r* to Pp, which obeys the identities 
(r*X=XQ*“(Y*J(X=Q*+X=CY* for all x # 0. 
Next we define xt and X* by O’=O* = I* = 1” = 1 and X*=X* = Q* for all other 
x E Pp. This defines the desired algebra Ap. Finally, we define the relation =, a 
subset of Ap x Ap, to be the same as the identity relation except hat cP = Tp. 
Lemma 62. ?%e rekztion = is a congruence on Ap. Pe quotient A,/ =, when restricted 
to the operations +, . , and 11, is isomorphic to Pp. 
Clearly, = is an equivalence relation. By definition, Ti = Tp* = a*. Since in 
AF the operations . and II coincide, they must also coincide in the quotient of Ap 
by =, hence it suffices to show that Tpll y = Tp + y = Tp for all y # 0. However, A,ls 
is isomorphic to the powerset of the integers modulo p where II and . are interpreted 
3s pointwise addition modp. The lemma then follows from elementary number 
theory. Cl 
Let I’.. denote the set of ali identities for S-equivalence, i.e., the set of al 
implied by Axioms (l)-( 14) of the previous section. 
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. For all primes p, (APl=)Ws. 
f. Our aim is to show that every identity for S-equivalence holds in 
Since equations are preserved by homomorphisms, we will proceed by snowi 
A#= is the image of a particular al ebra of sets of pomsets under a certain 
homomorphism h. Thus all the identit that hold for pornset ideals an be seen 
to hold in ApI= as well. 
Let A be an algebra whose elements are sets of finite pomsets, each of which is 
labelled only with the symbol a. Clearly, Al= &. We now proceed to define, foi 
each prime p the mapping JIP : A-, A,/ =. If a is an element of A and JE q then 
let h,,(J) = ak, where 0~ k<p and k= 1 J/(mod p). Then define &(x) = 
{h,(J) 1 J E x}. The reader may easily verify that hp is onto, and that 
k,(x +Y) = h,(x) + ~JY), k,bY) = k,(x)h,fY), 
h,<xllY I= hpW II k,(Y I- 
Now if x contains a pomset J such that IJl+ O(mod p), it follows that h,(x 
hP(x)* = TP since IJI and p are relatively prime. Otherwise hP(x*) = a0 = 1 = h,(x)*. 
Similarly, h,,(x+) = h,,(x)+. Thus we conclude that hP is a homomorphism, proving 
the lemma. D 
Next we present he equations which are S-equivalences but do not hold in AP. 
Let xc” denote the term I +x+* l l +X”-I. 
Lemma 6.4. For all n > 0, x* =S(~n)*xcn. 
Proof. The equations in question are known to hold for languages 161, hence they 
must hold for ideals by Theorem 7.1 of the next section. Cl 
ition 6.5. For all primes p, the algebra A,, IS not a model of x* ;= (xn)*xcn. 
Proof. In A,, the right-hand side of the equation evaluates to 7,, while the left-hand 
side evaluates to a* since xp = 1. Cl 
All that remains to be shown is that, for any finite subset 2 of rs, there is a p 
such that A,CX To show this, we must first introduce the notion of the length of 
a formula. Noting that 
(x+Y)* “s(X*y*)* and (~+y)‘=&~j(Y~), 
we see that it is possible to extend the notion of normal form defined in Section 2. 
We will say that a term is reduced just when it is 0, 1, or some variable a, or when 
it is of the form xy, ally, x*, or x+, where x and y are reduced terms. A term is in 
extended normal form when it is the sum of reduced terms. The length of a term t 
is the smallest number of reduced terms appearing in any term in extended normal 
form which is S-equivalent to t. The length of an equation t = r is the maximum of 
the lengths of o and r. We may now show &rme main result of this section. 
. For every prime p, every ident 
Suppose that t and r are terms 0 
=3 r but that there exists an x’ = (x, 9 . . . ) 
Since A@ is a model of &, it 
evaluates to T,, while the othsr s 
assume that t[g/J? = Tp and r[J@] = cy*. 
every variable 
dagger or star ( 
Letting P = ({X,}, . . . , {Xm}) we observe 
the substitution %/ ?, which sufkes to v 
Now replace every variable of t and 
dagger by 1. This results in an equation t’ 
equation. Furthermore, Tp = t’[~/Z] # I-‘[ 
Let Xi be a variable which appears in t’. n -must be of the form {a”}. For 
if xi contained strings ak and a’ s ), we would then have a 
nonzero power of a appearing un t ‘, resulting in t’[R/ZJ 
evaluating to LY* rather than to Tp. 
But if every xi is of the form {a&}, then ea reduced term on the left side yields 
an element of the form (ai}, i.e., it only co ns one string. We conclude that the 
length of t’ is at least p since t’[R/Zj = Tp = {a*, 4~ *,. . . , tip-*}. Hence also the 
length of t and thence the length of the identity t = P is at leaso p. Cl 
Corollary 6.7. T&e equational theory of processes under the ;rperations . , 11, +, *, 
and ’ is notfmitely axiomatizable. 
Proof. Let rO be a finite set of equations, intended to axiomat -ze S-equivalence. Let 
m be the maximum of the lengths of the equations in ITo. Ckroose p to be a prime 
larger than pn. Then we see that AJ=lYo but WY& Hence To does not axiomatize 
guage theory 
In this section we will survey results imilar o those of the previous se&on which 
apply to a langu e-theoretic model, which is in many ways the “standard” model 
of the operations ., 11, and +. In this model variables are interpreted as languages, 
i.e., as sets of strings or tomsets. The operations . and -I- are interpreted as the 
well-known and well-understood operations of language concatenation and set 
union. The inte retation of 11 is that of the less weli-known and certainly less 
understood operatio of interleaving or sh ng. This operation is defined by the 
following equatkn: 
We will say that two erms t and I are 
r denote the same language whenever their variables are int 
First, we observe that Axioms (l)-( 15) hold for L-equivalence as well. We demon- 
strate this fact by introducing a new operation A which maps pomsets to la 
We call A the linearization operator. Specifically, if J is a pomset, then A( J 
of exactly those tomsets (strings) that are subsumed by Thus A(J) is a subset of 
I(J). The linearization operator was first introduced by Grabowski in 191, who 
called it the smoothing of a partial string. 
Grabowski showed, and we leave it to the reader as an easy exercise, that A is a 
homomorphism mapping the ideal model to the language model (or mapping the 
sets of pomsets model to the language model); the relevant equations are 
A(x*) = A(x)* and A(xt) = A(X)‘. 
From this it is an easy step to see that Axioms (l)-( 15) must hold for the 
model since valid equations are always preserved by homomorphisms. 
language 
Theorem 7.1. Let t and r’ be terms over ., 11, +, *, and ‘. 7Izen tEl r implies t =L r. 
Proof. Trivial since every language is an ideal. Cl 
What about the converse? Are there equations that hold for languages but not 
for ideais? if we restrict our attention to the operations of +, ., and *, then the 
answer is no, because of the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.2. Every algebra of processes over the operations +, . and * is isomorphic 
to an algebra of languages over those operations. 
roof. Let 9 be an algebra of processes as in the statement of the theorem. Then 
let C be the set of all prime factors of pomsets found in P. We shall treat the 
elements of C as symbols of an alphabet, and the language algebra ZZ we construct 
will have C as its alphabet. 
Let h” be the unique mapping from pomsets to C* obeying h’(1) = E, h’(J) = J 
for all prime J, and h’( J. K) = h’( J)h’(K). Since factorization into primes disregard- 
ing assocktivity is unique, such an h’ must exist. Furthermore, it is cne-to-one when 
restricted to 2. 
-We may now define h : iP -, 2 ‘* by letting, for any process P, h(P) = {h ‘( J) 1 J E P}+ 
The desired language algebra 3’ is the image of !P under h. 
We claim that h is a homomo@kn. ;i(RQ) = !z( P)k( (I) follows from the 
definition of h’. Furthermore, h(C Pj) = C h( Pi) follows from the definition of h. But 
then it follows that 
h(P*)=h(l+P+PP+* l )=h(l)+h(P)+h(P)h( )+-=h(P)“. 
222 AL G&her 
So h is a homomorphism. To complete the proof, we observe that h’ is one-to-one 
on the pomsets which appear in 9, hence k is also one-to-one. Cl 
So we see that if we do not make use of the concurrency operations, languages 
have the same equational theory as processes. When we add the concurrency 
operations, things are not so simple. In particular, it is ot the case that 
(l)-( 15) are complete for the language model. There is at least one 0th ,r equatioi 
which holds in this model, to wit 
(~y>ll(xy~~t~ll(~(Yllu)). w9 
Observe that this equation implicitly contains the operation += because of the 
definition of s L. 
Proposition 7.3. Equation (16) is valid for L-equivalence, but not for S-equivalence 
or I-equivalence. 
f. We give an informal justification of the validity of equation (16). Details are 
left to the reader. 
The terms on each side of the equation involve two variables x and y. In the 
language model these variables will be interpreted as languages, call them LX and 
LY respectively. These substitutions result in languages corresponding to the left-hand 
and right-hand sides of the equation, call them Le and L, respectively. Now any 
string z in L( must begin with an interleaving of strings from Lx, call them z1 and 
c CIIIh AC 4L me9 e&mL*m z2. At some point, -we reach the end 01 UUG ul &ueaG orrrAlbo, c&l it z1 UAAY ,y,...ay, anA lTwwh mm 
later) begin interleaving a string from L,,. Now to see that z is in L,, we only need 
to observe that we can always regard z as being the contribution of the second 
instance of x in the right-hand term (i.e., the boldfaced x in xll(~(y 11~))). Then the 
strings contributed by the two instances of L,, can be interleaved to form z without 
any further constraint. 
Invalidity of (16) in the pomset model follows immediately from the fact that 
P~~~Y~ll~xy~~~P~~ll~~~YllY~~~. q 
Although there are many results about the shuffle operation when applied in a 
regular expression setting, there are very few that apply to our algebraic setting. 
The equational theory of languages under., 11, and + has thus far resisted characteriz- 
ation. Indeed, whether the equational theory of languages under just concatenation 
and shuffle is finitely axiomatizable isnot known. We conjecture that Axioms (l)-(7) 
of Section 4 are complete for this algebra as well. 
Conclusions an 
At the time of this writing there are a multiplicity of formalisms and description 
languages for parallel computation. It is naturally of interest which formalisms are 
7he equational theory of pomsets 
equivalent to others in expressive power. owever, there is so 
obtaining results of this type since there is n reement on what 
a comparison is to be made. An analogy ade to the early Work on 
computability, where many different mod putation such as Turi 
machines, Church’s lambda calculus, etc. were proved to be equivalent in the se 
that the set of functions that were realizable on each of the odeis turned out to 
be the same. IS would be nice if a similar unification could made in the field of 
concurrent computation Winskei has carried out some important work in this area 
in [31]. 
In order to carry out such a comparison in the theory of concurrent computation, 
it will be necessary to find a formal object that can play the role that functions did 
for researchers in the theory of computation. They could say 
were equivalent when they computed the same function from inp 
effects are considered part of the output). This does not tell the whole story for 
semantics of programming languages, but that is a different story. Now we would 
like something to play this part for processes. Pratt has made several arguments for 
the use of pomsets in [24], where he also describes how Petri nets can be modelled 
as pomsets. While pomsets are by no means the “last word” on this subject, what 
does seem cicar is that we must move toward a model that does not depend on 
interleaving, such as the shuf29e operation does. 
Our work shows that the language model, which depends on interleaving, is less 
general (there are more axioms) and more difficult to obtain results about than the 
pomset model. We would argue that any model that is so difficult to prove things 
about is also difficult to understand well enough to use as a foundation for concurrent 
programn?ng. In addition, a model that depends on interleaving seems bound to 
identify objects that are kept distinct by the pomset model. Just exactly how useful 
and important it is to distinguish between these objects is not clear, and merits 
further study. 
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